Using a result of Rychlik, we present a sufficient condition for the existence of an absoluti transformation in R .
Introduction
In 1973, Lasota and Yorke [1] proved a general sufficient condition for the existence of an absolutely continuous invariant measure for expanding piecewise C transformation t on the interval. Their proof uses the fact that the Frobenius-Perron operator induced by t is quasicompact in the space of function of bounded variation. In 1983, Jablonski [2] proved the existence of an absolutely continuous invariant measure for the above t under the conditions that for any I < i < n , 1 < j < p , ft-is a C"-function and A = inf{ inf Wii\)>\.
The proof in [2] uses bounded variation, which is a complicated notion in higher dimension.
In this paper we present a sufficient condition for the existence of an absolutely continuous invariant measure for Jablonski transformations, which does not use bounded variation in R" . The proof is much easier and allows us to 2 1 A-F weaken the <p: e C condition to j»f. e C for some 0 < e < 1. There is, however, a new condition r /X"! < 1 for some integer / > 1 in this paper, where r(,) is a number which depends on the defining partition of the transformation.
RyCHLIK'S SUFFICIENT CONDITION
Let (X,!, m) be a Lebesgue space with a cr-algebra ! and a probability measure m . Let t : X -► X be a measurable, nonsingular transformation and gx be the absolute value of the reciprocal of the Jacobian of x . Now we can express the Frobenius-Perron operator in the following way:
VW= E StW/ÜO, xeX.
i'€r-' (.v) Let /? be a partition of X which is a generator for t , i.e. Vk°°0r~ (ß) = s, where e is a partition into points. For any positive integer /, let fi¡ be a partition of X which is a generator for x . Let g = gx -gx and g¡ -gxi.
For every A e !, we define ß(A) -{B e ß: m(BnA) > 0}.
Condition 1 (Distortion condition). There exists a positive number b such that for any I > 1 and any B e ßt, we have s\xpB g¡ <b infß g¡.
Condition 2 (Localization condition).
There exist e > 0 and 0 < y < 1 such that for any I > 1 and B e ßt, m{x B) <e implies YLB'eo{xiB) sxxoH, g < y .
Condition 3 (Boundedness condition).
]CÄe« supÄ g < oo .
Under these three conditions Rychlik [3] proved the existence of fixed point for Pr. 
Then, using the fact that x is piecewise C , we have J(*y) Then every D( ' is a rectangle and x is a Jablonski transformation. Let L/(xx , ... , Xj_x , x/+| , ... , xn) be the straight line parallel to the /th axis and having all the coordinates but the i th one fixed and equal to x, , ... , x¡_x, ... , xn . Let ^"(x,, ... , xj_l , xi+x , ... , xn) be the number of D{l) 's 
Example
In Theorem 5 we need a condition 7{,)/X"' < 1 for some integer t > 1 . Now we show that, in general, X > 1 does not imply this condition.
( 1 ) Consider the partition ß -{Dx , D2, ... , Dg} shown in Figure 2 for that unit square in two-dimensions. Let x be a Jablonski transformation defined as 
